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In this paper we review re ent theoreti al approa hes for analysing
the dynami s of on-line learning in multilayer neural networks using methods
adopted from statisti al physi s. The analysis is based on monitoring a set of
ma ros opi variables from whi h the generalisation error an be al ulated. A
losed set of dynami al equations for the ma ros opi variables is derived analyti ally and solved numeri ally. The theoreti al framework is then employed
for de ning optimal learning parameters and for analysing the in orporation
of se ond order information into the learning pro ess using natural gradient
des ent and matrix-momentum based methods. We will also brie y explain
an extension of the original framework for analysing the ase where training
examples are sampled with repetition.
Abstra t:
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Introdu tion

Layered neural networks are powerful nonlinear information pro essing systems, apable of implementing arbitrary ontinuous and dis rete
input-output maps to any desired a ura y, given a suÆ ient number of
hidden nodes and a suÆ iently large example set. They have been employed su essfully in a variety of regression and lassi ation tasks, and
have been studied using a wide range of methods (for a review see Bishop
(1995)). On-line learning refers to the iterative modi ation of the network parameters a ording to a predetermined training rule, following
su essive presentations of single training examples, ea h representing
a spe i input ve tor and the orresponding output. On-line learning is one of the leading te hniques in training large neural networks,
espe ially via gradient des ent on a di erentiable error measure.
In this review we fo us on the use of methods from non-equilibrium
statisti al me hani s, for analysing on-line learning in multilayer neural network. We on entrate on our ontribution to this area and show
how these methods an be employed to monitor the learning dynami s,
parti ularly the evolution of the generalisation error, to de ne optimal
learning parameters and to devise and examine improved learning methods. For a general review see Saad (1998) and Ma e and Coolen (1998).
The paper is organised as follows: In se tion 2 we will derive a ompa t
des ription of the training dynami s using a set of ma ros opi variables,
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setting up the main theoreti al framework. This will then be employed
to derive optimal training parameters (se tion 3), to examine analytially the eÆ a y of natural gradient des ent (se tion 4), and to suggest
and examine pra ti al alternatives using matrix-momentum based methods. In se tion 5 we will explain how the method an be extended to
handle s enarios where training examples are sampled with repetition.
In se tion 6 we will point to the main remaining open questions.
2

Learning in multilayer neural networks

For setting up the basi framework, as in Saad and Solla (1995a, 1995b),
we onsider a learning s enario whereby a feed-forward neural network
model, the `student', emulates an unknown mapping, the `tea her', given
examples of the tea her mapping (in this ase another feed-forward neural network); here we restri t the derivation and the examples to the
noiseless ase although more general s enarios where training examples
are orrupted by noise may also be onsidered. This provides a rather
general learning s enario sin e both student and tea her an represent a
very broad lass of fun tions. Student performan e is typi ally measured
by the generalization error, whi h is the student's expe ted error on an
unseen example. The obje t of training is to minimize the generalization
error by adapting the student network's parameters appropriately.
WeN onsider a student mapping fromPan
N -dimensional input spa e  2
IR onto a s alar fun tion  (J; )= K
i=1 g (Ji ), whi h represents a soft
Committee
ma
hine
(SCM
Biehl
and
S hwarze (1995)), where g(x) 
p
erf(x= 2) is the a tivation fun tion of the hidden units; J  fJig1iK
is the set of input-to-hidden adaptive weights for the K hidden nodes
and the hidden-to-output weights are set to one. The a tivation of
hidden
node i in the student under presentation of the input pattern
  is denoted xi = Ji    . This on guration preserves most properties
of a general multi-layer network and an be extended to a ommodate
adaptive hidden-to-output weights as shown by Riegler and Biehl (1995).
Training examples are of the form (;   ) where  =1; 2; :: labels ea h
independently drawn example in a sequen e. Components of the independently drawn input ve tors  are un orrelated random variables
with zero mean and unit varian e. The orresponding output  is given
by a tea her of a similar on guration to the student
ex ept for a possible di eren e in the number M of hidden units:   = PMn=1 g (Bn   ),
where B fBn g1nM is the set of input-to-hidden adaptive weights for
tea her hidden nodes. The a tivation of hidden node n in the tea her
under presentation of the input pattern  is denoted yn = Bn   .
Indi es i; j; k and n; m refer to student and tea her units respe tively.
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The error made by the student is given by the quadrati deviation,
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(J ;  )  [  (J ;  )  ℄ =
2
2 i=1 g(xi ) n=1 g(yn ) : (1)
This training error is then used to de ne the learning dynami
s via a gra
+1


dient des ent rule for
PofKstudent weights Ji = Ji + N Æi  ,
PMthe update



0
where Æi  g (xi )[ n=1 g(yn ) j=1 g(xj )℄ and the learning rate  has
been s aled with the input size N . Performan e on a typi al input denes the generalization error g (J) h(J; )ifg through an average over
all possible input ve tors .
Expressions for the generalization error and learning dynami s have
been obtained in the thermodynami limit (N ! 1), and an be represented by a set of ma ros opi variables (order parameters) of the
form: Ji  Jk  Qik , Ji  Bn  Rin, and Bn  Bm  Tnm, measuring overlaps
between student and tea her ve tors. The overlaps R and Q be ome
the dynami al variables of the system while T is de ned by the task.
The learning dynami s is then de ned in terms of di erential equations
for the ma ros opi variables with respe t to the normalized number of
examples = =N playing the role of a ontinuous time variable:
dRin
dQik
=
 in ;
=  ik + 2 ik ;
(2)
d
d
where in  hÆi ynifg, ik  hÆi xk + Æk xiifg and ik  hÆi Æk ifg . The
expli it expressions for in, ik , ik and g depend ex lusively on the
overlaps Q; R and T (Saad and Solla (1995a,1995b)). Equations (2), depend on a losed set of parameters and an be integrated and iteratively
solved, providing a full des ription of the order parameters evolution
from whi h the evolution of the generalization error an be derived.
Typi al plots of the learning dynami s are presented in Fig.1. In this example the learning pro ess prunes unne essary nodes when the student
network has ex essive resour es. A tea her with M = 2 hidden units
hara terized by Tnm = n Ænm is to be learned by a student with K =3
hidden units. The initial values of the order parameters are Rin =0 for
all i; n, Qik =0 for all i 6= k, while the norms Qii of the student ve tors
are initialized independently from a uniform distribution in the [0; 0:5℄
interval. The time evolution of the various order parameters is shown
in Fig. 1a- for  =1. The pi ture that emerges is one of spe ialization
with in reasing ; asymptoti ally the rst student node imitates the rst
tea her node (Q11 = R11 = T11 ) while ignoring the se ond one (R12 =0),
the se ond student node imitates the se ond tea her node while ignoring
the rst one, and the third student node gets eliminated (Q33 =0). The
o -diagonal omponents Qik shown in Fig.1b indi ate that the two surviving student ve tors be ome in reasingly un orrelated. The overlap
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Figure 1: Dependen e of the overlaps and g on the normalized number
of examples , for K =3 and M =2: (a) the lengths of student ve tors,
(b) the orrelation between student ve tors, ( ) the overlap between
various student and tea her ve tors, and (d) the generalization error.
between student and tea her ve tors (Fig.1 ) displays a small behavior dominated by an undi erentiated symmetri solution, followed by
a transition onto the spe ialization required to obtain perfe t generalization. The evolution of the generalization error is shown in Fig.1d.
3

Optimal learning parameters

On-line methods are often sensitive to the hoi e of learning parameters
and in parti ular the hoi e of learning rate; if hosen too large the
learning pro ess may diverge, but if  is too small then onvergen e an
take an extremely long time. The optimal learning rate will also vary
substantially over time and may require annealing asymptoti ally. Most
existing analyti al results for de ning optimal learning rates on entrate
on the asymptoti regime where the system may be linearized.
The naive approa h to learning rate optimization is to onsider the
fastest rate of de rease in generalization error as a measure of optimality. To nd the lo ally optimal learning rate one minimizes dg =d ,
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using Eqs.(2), exploiting the fa t that the hange in g over time depends
ex lusively on the overlaps. The expression obtained for the lo ally optimal learning rate may be useful for some phases of the learning pro ess
but is useless for others (Rattray and Saad (1998)).
A more appropriate measure of optimality is the total redu tion in generalization error over the entire learning pro ess as in Saad and Rattray
(1997). With this measure one an then de ne the globally optimal learning rate in a given time-window [ 0 ; 1 ℄ to be that whi h provides the
largest de rease in generalization error between these two times:
g () =

Z

1
0

dg
d
d

=

Z

1
0

L(; ) d :

(3)

Sin e the generalization error depends solely on the overlaps Q, R and
T , whi h are the dynami al variables (T remains xed here), we an
expand the integrand in terms of these variables,
L(;

)

=

X  g dRin X  g dQik
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(4)

:

The last two terms in equation (4) for e the orre t dynami s using sets
of Lagrange multipliers in and ik orresponding to the equations of motion for Rin and Qik respe tively. Variational minimization of the integral in equation (3) with respe t to the dynami al variables leads to a set
of oupled di erential equations for the Lagrange multipliers along with
a set of boundary onditions. Solving these equations over the interval
[ 0 ; 1 ℄ determines ne essary onditions for  to maximize g (). The
theory is ompletely general and may be employed for di erent learning parameters (e.g., regularization parameters as in Saad and Rattray
(1998), site dependent learning rates), various learning s enarios (stru turally unrealisable or where examples are orrupted by noise) and for
obtaining optimal learning rules (Rattray and Saad (1997).
4

Natural Gradient Des ent

The same theoreti al framework may be used for examining novel training methods. Natural gradient des ent (NGD) was re ently proposed
by Amari (1998) as a prin ipled alternative to standard on-line gradient
des ent (GD). When learning to emulate a sto hasti rule with some
probabilisti model, e.g. a feed-forward neural network, NGD has the
desirable properties of asymptoti optimality, given a suÆ iently ri h
model whi h is di erentiable with respe t to its parameters, and invarian e to re-parameterization of our model distribution. These properties
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are a hieved by viewing the parameter spa e of the model as a Riemannian spa e in whi h lo al distan e is de ned by the Kullba k-Leibler
divergen e. The Fisher information matrix provides the appropriate
metri in this spa e. If the training error is de ned as the negative loglikelihood of the data under our probabilisti model, then the dire tion
of steepest des ent in this Riemannian spa e is found by premultiplying
the error gradient with the inverse of the Fisher information matrix; this
de nes the NGD learning dire tion.
Studying the learning performan e of NGD in the ase of isotropi tasks
and stru turally mat hed student and tea her (K = M and T = T Ænm )
we determined generi behaviour in terms of task omplexity K and nonlinearity T (Rattray et al (1998)). An analysis of the transient, using
globally optimal learning parameters reveals that trapping 2time in the
symmetri phase for the NGD optimized system s ales as K , ompared
to a s aling of K 8=3 for optimal GD. Asymptoti ally, NGD saturates the
universal bounds on generalization performan e and provides a signi ant improvement over optimized GD, espe ially for small T .
However, in pra ti al appli ations there will be an in reased ost required in estimating and inverting the Fisher information matrix as it
requires an average over the input distribution and a matrix inversion.
An on-line matrix momentum algorithm (Orr and Leen (1994)) was introdu ed in order to invert an estimate of the Hessian eÆ iently on-line.
We propose to use this method to ompute the inverse of the Fisher
information matrix as required for NGD. This method is parti ularly
eÆ ient sin e the inversion is repla ed by a matrix-ve tor multipli ation
whi h an be arried out by a ba k-propagation step. Sin e the true
Fisher information matrix will not be known in general we use a single
step approximation of it, whi h an be determined on-line. We ompared the eÆ ien y of the proposed matrix momentum NGD with that
of standard GD and true NGD in training two-layer networks. It turns
out to provide a signi ant improvement over gradient des ent learning
but with some sensitivity to parameter hoi e, due to noise in the Fisher
information estimate (S arpetta et al (1999)).
5

Restri ted Training Sets

In a realisti s enario the number of training examples s ales with the
number of free parameters, and examples are therefore sampled with
repetition. This gives rise to orrelations between the network parameters and the training examples, whi h learly a e t the learning pro ess.
One of the most signi ant aspe ts of having a xed example set is the
distin tion between the two key performan e measures: the training error, measuring the network performan e with respe t to the restri ted
training set, and the test (generalisation) error, al ulated for all pos-
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sible inputs sampled from the true distribution. The former may be
monitored in pra ti al training s enarios, while the latter an only be
assessed. Another important aspe t of learning from restri ted training
sets whi h have been orrupted by noise is the emergen e of over tting
and the need to employ regularization te hniques (e.g., weight de ay,
early stopping - see Bishop (1995)).
The fundamental di eren e between the in nite and restri ted training
set s enarios is that the joint probability distribution P (x; y) for the
student and tea her node a tivations, whi h is Gaussian in the former
ase, takes here a more general form, whi h depends on the training
patterns and hanges dynami ally during the learning pro ess. In fa t,
we de ne P (x; y) as one of the ma ros opi variables to be monitored
ontinuously, together with the overlaps R and Q (Coolen and Saad
(2000)). To follow the dynami s, one derives a set of oupled di erential
equations des ribing the evolution of the ma ros opi variables in the
limit N !1. This set of equations annot be losed in general; losure
is obtained by invoking the dynami al repli a theory. The resulting
equations an be solved numeri ally with some simpli ations.
The solutions des ribe the dynami s of both training and generalization
errors (and the various overlaps, Coolen et al (2000), Xiong and Saad
(2000)), provide insight to the link between the number of examples and
the breaking of internal symmetries as well as some asymptoti s aling
laws. Our ability to provide analyti al solutions is limited due to the
omplexity of the equations; however, su h solutions are highly desirable
for deriving analyti ally generi s aling laws in both the symmetri phase
and asymptoti ally, and to make a quantitative link between the noise
level and the optimal regularization to be used.
6

Con lusion

We showed how the methods of statisti al physi s an provide insight
into the dynami s of on-line learning as well as play an important role
in de ning optimal learning parameters and in examining the properties
of new learning algorithms. Several open questions remain, for instan e,
nding prin ipled methods for optimising the generalisation ability in
the ase of restri ted training sets and the dependen e of the length of
the symmetri phase on the number of training examples.
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